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DIGITAL MUSIC EYEWEAR

A music revolution. No strings attached. Lightweight O Matter®
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WAYS TO PURCHASE:
• OAKLEY.COM / THUMP (free shipping)
Free shipping code: YLEKL4 (apply at checkout)

• 1.800.969.2895 (free shipping)

frame material offers all-day comfort. Oakley Thump is built with a 128MB or

are no moving parts that

256MB flash memory, so there

can make a song skip. XYZ Optics® maintains critical clarity at all angles of

Monday – Friday 6:00am – 8:00pm PT
Saturday 6:00am – 4:00pm, Sunday 7:00am – 4:00pm PT
YOUR ORDER Standard delivery takes 5-7 business days. Express delivery available.
SALES TAX By law, we must charge sales tax on shipments to California residents.
Sales tax does not apply to shipping charges. RETURNS AND EXCHANGES If you are
not completely satisfied with an item purchased directly from Oakley you may return
it for a credit or exchange. Before returning a product, please call 888.708.8847 for
further instructions.

• VISIT AN OAKLEY AUTHORIZED DEALER

vision, even at the periphery of raked-back lens contours that maximize protection against sun, wind and side impact. Flip-up lenses

are made of pure Plutonite,® a material that blocks

Maps to this and other locations: OAKLEY.COM/THUMP.
Locations by phone: 800.969.2895

100% of all UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue
• VISIT OUR OAKLEY STORES

light. Pivoting speaker creates a true fit. Mini extendible booms that swing away whenever you need to hear your environment.

Speakers reach the full

Maps to this and other locations: OAKLEY.COM/THUMP.
Locations by phone: 800.969.2895

20kHz limit of human hearing.

A MUSIC REVOLUTION. NO STRINGS ATTACHED.
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WE PERFECTED VISION TECHNOLOGY.
NOW WE’RE ATTACKING YOUR OTHER SENSES.

Lightweight O Matter® frame material

The best music player on the planet would have no size. It would be built into something you already wear so you could listen
to songs anytime, anywhere, without carrying an extra accessory. And it wouldn’t have any wires or cords to dangle or tangle.
Or speaker buds that jam into your ear canal or fall out when the wind blows.
We solved all those problems by building an entire music system inside a performance eyewear frame. The OAKLEY THUMP isn’t
a song archive with a bulky hard drive. Our invention stores music in flash memory, so there are no moving parts that can make
a song skip. File transfer is fast and easy because we designed OAKLEY THUMP for the songs you want to hear now — not for
lugging around your entire music library. It’s true music on-the-go, the ultimate in convenience, and it’s engineered with premium
sound. The miniature speakers reach the full 20kHz limit of human hearing without being oversized like home headphones. They’re
permanently attached to the frame with mini extendible booms that swing away whenever you need to hear your environment.
Matched with patented optics in flip-up lenses, OAKLEY THUMP lets you experience the world in a whole new way. For more info
on OAKLEY THUMP go to oakley.com/thump.

Pivoting speakers that
reach the full 20kHz
limit of human hearing.
Forward

Mini extendible booms that swing away

Volume Up
On / Off
Volume Down

Back

Oakley Thump is built with a 128MB
or 256MB flash memory, so there are
no moving parts that can make a
song skip.
XYZ Optics® maintains critical clarity at all angles of vision, even at the periphery of
raked-back lens contours that maximize protection against sun, wind and side impact.
Flip-up lenses are made of pure Plutonite,® a material that blocks 100%
of all UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue light.

A MUSIC REVOLUTION. NO STRINGS ATTACHED.

WHITE CAMO /
BLACK IRIDIUM
128 MB
$395

ROOTBEER /
BRONZE
128 MB
$395

BLACK /
BLACK IRIDIUM POLARIZED
128 MB
$395

NIGHT CAMO /
BLACK IRIDIUM POLARIZED
256 MB
$495

“LIL JON” RED CAMO /
BLACK IRIDIUM POLARIZED
256 MB
$545

TORTOISE /
GOLD IRIDIUM POLARIZED
256 MB
$495

BLACK /
BLACK IRIDIUM POLARIZED
256 MB
$495

No more wires. Mounted on extendible booms, the speakers let you precisely control the balance of music and environment.
The flip-up lenses feature patented optics and 100% filtering of all UV, not just UVA and UVB.

